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When you unscrew the printed board and take it, you can see that the printed board is a thin piece of fiber glass that has thin copper wires engraved on its surface. Electronic parts are assembled on printed circuit boards because they are easy to mass-produce and assemble. In the same way that it is
relatively inexpensive to print ink on a piece of paper, it is unforgivable to print copper wires on a fiberglass sheet. It's also easy to have machine drop parts (chips, transistors, etc.) on a fiberglass sheet and then solder them to connect them to copper wires. When you look at the board, you can see a set
of contact points for the buttons. The buttons themselves are made of a thin rubber sheet. For each button there is a black conductive drive. When the disk touches the contacts on the printed printed board, it connects them, and the chip can feel that connection. Advertising At the end of the board there is
an infrared LED, or light-emitting diode. You can think of an LED like a small light bulb. Many LEDs produce visible light, but the REMOTE LED produces infrared light that is invisible to the human eye. It's not invisible to all eyes, however. For example, if you have a video camera, it can see infrared light.
Put the remote control on the camera and press the button. You will be able to see infrared light flashing in the viewfinder. The receptor in the TV is capable of seeing infrared light as well. The main work of the remote control looks like this: you press the button. When you do this, you complete a certain
connection. Chip senses this connection and knows which button you pressed. It produces the morse-code-line signal characteristic of this button. Transistors amplify the signal and send it to the LED, which translates the signal into infrared light. The sensor in the TV can see infrared light and see the
signal reacting accordingly. Links General: Technical: Anthony Oster Universal Remote for Philips' DirecTV receivers can also be programmed to control the TV, DVD player and other components, minimizing the clutter and hassle of having to control multiple remotes. While your remote control can be
programmed during the initial setting, losing battery power or upgrading to a new TV may require reprogramming the remote control. You can program the remote control in two ways by typing settings codes for your TV or scanning codes manually. Find the settings code for your TV or other device. These
codes can be found in direcTV's user manual or on direcTV's website. There you will be asked to choose a remote control model, on the top left side of the remote control. After choosing, enter the brand name and model number of the TV or other device you're trying to program on the Philips DirectTV
remote control. Click the Search button to find the right code or codes for your device. Slide Slide selector switch to setting up TV. If you want to program another device, such as a DVD player or a surround sound system, select AV1 or AV2. Turn on the TV or other device you're trying to program. Tap
and hold the Mute and Select buttons at the same time until the green light under the TV icon on the remote controls flashes twice, and then release the buttons. Enter the five-digit TV settings code using the number keys on the remote control. If the code has been entered correctly, the green light under
the choice of TV on the remote will flash twice. Tap the Power button on the remote control by eding the remote control to the TV. If the TV is up to it, write down the code for a future link. If the TV has several codes listed, you may need to try each code until you find one that works with your particular
model. Repeat by typing a new code into the remote control every time the remote control successfully disables the TV. If none of the known codes work with the TV, you can find the code. Turn on your TV or other device that you'd like to control with the Philips DirecTV. Move the slide switch to your TV,
AV1 or AV2. Tap and hold the Mute and Select buttons until the green light under the switch position blinks twice. Enter code 9910 to search for satellite installation codes, 9911 for TV settings codes, 9912 for VCR or DVD installation codes or 9913 for stereo or surround sound code settings. Put the
remote on the TV or device that you're trying to program and press the Channel Up button slowly and repeatedly until the device shuts down. Stop clicking on the Channel Up button as soon as the TV or device is off, and press the Select button to block the code on the remote control. Check the code by
clicking and releasing Mute and Select buttons and enter code 990. To see the first digit in the code, click and hold the 1 button. The remote will flash several times; these flashes will be read the first number of the device's customization code. Repeat by clicking and holding 2-5 numbers on the remote to
get the appropriate number associated with the device's customization code. Pamela Gardapee Remote Remote DirecTV must be programmed with the right codes in the right direction, in order to work with the satellite receiver and any components you want to control with the remote control, including
your Sharp TV. Although the process only takes some time if you don't the correct method of customization, the remote control does not accept the code. Turn on Sharp TV with a power button on your TV. Read the steps from 2 to 5 carefully before you start setting up. Codes for Sharp TV 10093, 10689,
10688, 10851 and 10818. Keep these codes handy when you're ready to launch. Moving the remote switch to the TV position. Tv. The slider is at the top of the remote control. Options on the slide icon for DirecTV satellite receiver, AV1, AV2 and TV. Tap the Select and Mute buttons at the same time, until
the light under the TV option on the slider flashes green twice. Release the Select and Mute buttons. Enter one of the five-digit codes using the number keyboard starting at the first, 10093. If you typed the code correctly, the green light will flash twice under the TV option on the slider. Hover over the
remote control on Sharp TV and press the power button. If the TV turns off and turns on again, you've entered the correct code. If the power button doesn't turn off, follow the directions in step 6. Repeat the steps from 2 to 5. Replace the code in step 4 with the next code in step 1. Keep repeating the steps
from 2 to 5 until one of the codes turns off and turns the TV on. Elizabeth Mott As a caller to DirecTV satellite tv, you rent or buy receiver equipment that includes a universal remote control. This programmable remote control can unify access to several models of DirecTV devices and four additional
audio/video components, including TV, VCR, DVD player and stereo receiver or amplifier. If you've created a stereo around a compatible receiver or amplifier, you can set up a DirecTV remote to monitor it. To program the remote control with a receiver or amplifier, you must find a numerical code for the
device manufacturer. The documentation that comes with your DirecTV hardware includes individual diagrams of installation codes in alphabetical order by the manufacturer. The type is small, so put the code or codes for your A/V device on a separate piece of paper. Once you turn on the receiver or
amplifier, slide the selector switch at the top of the DirecTV remote until it clicks into the AV1 or AV2 position. To start the process, press and hold the mute keys and select on the remote control. The disconnect key appears under the Vol key. Four arrow keys surround the large yellow Select key. When
you see a green light flashing twice behind your switch position name, release two keys and enter the five-digit A/V code. If not, you can press the mute keys and choose again, wait for two flashes of light, and enter a different code. If none of the five-digit sequences listed for your product brand allow the
remote control to control your hardware, you can search your Component. Using a selector switch installed in the AV1 or AV2 position, press and hold the keys to disable and select until the light flashes twice. Release two keys and enter 9913. Target the remote control to the receiver or amplifier and
press the arrow on the Chan key. If the component shuts down, you find your code. If it's not, it's the case press the arrow until the receiver or amplifier turns off, and press the Select key when it happens. The light flashes three times if you run out of codes, which means your DirecTV remote control can't
control the component. Once you have found the correct code, looking for it, you can use the remote control to tell you five digits in your numerical sequence. You will need to extract the code one digit at a time. With the selector switch still installed at the AV1 or AV2 position, click and hold the mute and
select the keys until the light light flashes twice. Release the keys and enter 990. The light flashes twice. When you press a numerical key corresponding to one of the five-digit positions, the light flashes to indicate the first digit of the code, such as one flash for 1 or two for 2. Note that you won't see
flashes for the code number, which is zero. Lifewire uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using Lifewire, you agree to use cookies. Cookies.
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